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A stocked frige
Jason Fletcher, sophomore computer management major, puts
beverages in the refrigerator at the Sugar Shack Wednesday afternoon
in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR./Photo editor
A sip and a smile
Noah Decker, 6, of Charleston, sips on a cold beverage at the National Student Speech Language-Hearing
Association Christmas party Wednesday afternoon in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
By JESSICA BAKER
Administration editor
Board of Trustees Chair Mack
Hollowell on Wednesday met with
Eastern President David Jorns and
other campus leaders to discuss 11
student-funded campus improve-
ments.
Students approved a $9 million
campus improvement fee by an 885
to 348 referendum vote in the Nov.
12 and 13 Student Government
elections. Now the BOT must vote
on the improvements.
Hollowell said he received a
notice about the referendum and
wanted to schedule a meeting so
the BOT could discuss it before
voting on the issue. 
Jill Nilsen, assistant to President
Jorns, said the special meeting was
scheduled with Hollowell so BOT
members could discuss the issue at
their next meeting.
“This meeting was to make sure
we are communicating well to issue
bonds and to move forward with
the (campus improvements),”
Nilsen said.
Hollowell said he wants the BOT
to meet before its next scheduled
meeting, which is on Jan. 27,
because the funding for the campus
improvements would be done
through a bond issue.
“There are various business
issues that have to be done to
approve this,” Hollowell said. “I
would like to get this underway so
we (the BOT) can get going on the
financing part so we can get an
advantageous rate of the percentage
of the cost of bonds.”
Hollowell said the bonds are
issued to gain funds for projects, a
customary practice.
“A bond issue is the only way to
fund the projects since the money
won’t be up front,” he said.
“The bonds are sold, and people
buy them, and the university
guarantees that they will be paid
back through the money that will
come from the student fee
increase.”
The Illinois Board of Higher
Education has to approve the
purchase of these bonds.
Student fee hike
focus of talks 
By TRACY NICKLESS
Staff writer
Unlike most  international
students, Robert Tomic from
Hamilton, Ontario, in Canada,
will be able to go home for the
holiday break.
“The great white North is
calling my name,” said Tomic,
who is a graduate student in
physical education.
Tomic has spent the past six
years at  Eastern in
undergraduate and graduate
work.
He said over break he looks
forward to eating ethnic food,
relaxing with family and
partying. Tomic’s family speaks
Croatian,  and he said he is
slightly out of practice.
He said he needs to “catch up
on the Croatian language – if I
don’t respond back it will be an
insult.”
The last  t ime Tomic went
home was May. He said he is
excited,  despite the 13 hour
drive ahead of  him. This is
probably one of his last trips
home because he hopefully will
get a job in the Chicago area.
But not  al l  international
students can drive home for the
holidays.
Purvi Talati is an international
student from India who has been
at  Eastern for  two years
studying guidance counseling.
Talati said she will work in the
International Office over break
but may be able to go home this
summer.
“It’s too expensive. It’s not
worth it for Christmas break,”
she said.
Pranob Bhattacharya,  a
biological sciences graduate
student who is also from India,
has been at Eastern for the past
two semesters. He will visit his
aunt  in Racine,  Wis. ,  over
Far from home for the holidays
By MATT ADRIAN
Campus editor
Four months after turning in its charter, Kappa
Delta Rho has regained it and will begin rush in the
spring semester.
Chris Lee, the acting vice president of the fraternity,
said the fraternity contacted the Kappa Delta Rho
national president who said the charter will be
delivered by the end of the week.
The fraternity turned in its charter this semester
because of a lack of funding from the national office.
Lee said the fraternity resolved the problem with the
national office.
The fraternity will be participating in spring rush.
Currently 17 members are in the fraternity, Lee said.
The fraternity currently is talking to different sororities
to get permission to hold rush events in their houses.
The fraternity lost its lease shortly after its members
sent the charter to the national office. The house was
sold to the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. The Kappa
Delta Rho fraternity currently is renegotiating the
lease on the house it lost in August, Lee said.
Lee said that in the past Kappa Delta Rho has been
very active in the greek system and that the fraternity
will continue that tradition.
“We’ve never done anything to dishonor the greek
system,” Lee said. “We have a good nucleus of guys.”
Lee admitted the fraternity lost some of its older
members but also has gained some new members. He
said the new mixture of new and old members has
brought a positive atmosphere to the fraternity.
When the fraternity was without a charter it was
allowed to remain a member of the Interfraternity
Council.
Fraternity renews its charter
See IMPROVEMENTS page 1
Some international
students to return
home, others to stay
See FAR page 2
See FRATERNITY page 2
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Eastern Illinois University Theatre
presents
The Perfect Pizza.
The Perfect Price.
The Perfect Time.
348-8282
Serving Easster n Illinois University & Charleston
1 Large 2 Topping
Pizza
$7 95
Not valid with any other coupon.
Extra toppings 99¢ each.
Expires 12-6-96
DELTA ZETA
would like to thank
MIKE KLUTCHARCH
of Sigma Chi
for being a terrific
Dee Zee Man!
We appreciate everything
you have done for us!
Poinsettia
s
NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 Jefferson • Charleston • 345-7007
• Live, beautiful
selection of 
fresh poinsettias
• Many sizes &
colors available
• Decoratively
wrapped
Tonight
Muri Mustapha
presents
A HIP HOP
EXTRAVAGANZA
featuring
Midwest Representas,
the Rec Centa
also featuring local acts
and Eastern’s own
Robby Allen
$2.00 Admission
18 + Over
Doors Open @ 9 pm
By RYAN LYNCH
Staff writer
To help relieve the stress of finals, McKinney, Ford
and Weller Halls tonight are hosting a free Triad-wide
New Year’s Bash.
The party will be held from 10 p.m. until dawn in
the Triad Dining Service. 
“I’m hoping for a high turnout because the Midterm
Fiesta went over really well, and people had a lot of
fun,” said Angie Churchill, McKinney Hall counselor.
“This party should be better because we have the other
dorms partying with us.”
The New Year’s Bash will feature a live DJ, who
will play house and dance music. Door and attendance
prizes, including shirts from each Triad hall and Nerf
basketball hoops, will be awarded. Chips and other
snacks will be served.  Mocktails or bottomless cups
of soft drinks will be available for 50 cents.
At midnight, the Triad will bring in the new year a
little bit early with a ball drop similar to the Times
Square celebration in New York.
Residents from McKinney, Ford and Weller Halls
are invited to the festivities and may bring one guest.
Donations from each Triad hall funded the party’s
prizes and food.
In October about 60 people attended a similar event,
the Midterm Fiesta, in McKinney lobby.
Triad to host holiday party
Christmas break.
Bhattacharya said it is “not feasi-
ble to go home for Christmas break
because you spend $1,300 for a
plane ticket.”
He said one of his cousins from
Canada also will be coming to
Racine, and this is the first time
they all will be together for the hol-
idays.
His family does not celebrate
Christmas, but it is still a festive
occasion even without the tree and
presents. Bhattacharya said he had
hoped to go home next summer,
but he will do an internship instead.
Christy Joseph, a biology gradu-
ate student from India, will not be
going home for break but will be
traveling around the state visiting
friends.
“I’ll be visiting a few of my
friends ... I have some new friends
here and some of them invited me
to St. Louis and after that maybe
Chicago,” he said.
Joseph said there is not a lot to
do in Charleston over a long break,
so he is excited about visiting other
cities.
“I want to see places and visit
people,” Joseph said.
When he visits St. Louis and
Chicago, Joseph said he is going to
spend time at his friend’s house,
meet his friend’s family and go
sightseeing at “some interesting
places.”
He thinks there are more tourist
attractions to see in Chicago, and
there will be some great surprises
in the city.
“I don’t know much about
Chicago’s Christmas, but my friend
will take me around,” he said.
Joseph said he usually celebrates
Christmas in India. The holidays
are celebrated the same way as
American holidays, but India does
not celebrate Thanksgiving.
“They just get together for
Christmas – it’s like a family
reunion,” he said.
Though most international stu-
dents are staying with friends and
visiting area family members dur-
ing the month break, Kumiko
Sekiyama will be flying back to
Japan.
Sekiyama is a political science
major who has been at Eastern for
two years.
“The dorms close here so I can’t
stay here, and all of my friends are
going home so there will be noth-
ing to do. Plus I need to find a job
in Japan,” Sekiyama said.
She will graduate in May and
hopes to set up some interviews in
Japan.
Sekiyama said Japan’s
Christmas celebration is different
than in the United States. 
She said there is not a big meal
for Christmas like in America, but
if the family has children they usu-
ally have a Christmas cake.
“We have Christmas, but it’s just
for kids,” she said. 
“Adults don’t exchange pre-
sents.”
FAR from page 1
I want to see places
and visit people.”
Christy Joseph
International student from
India
“
Hollowell said BOT members will discuss the
referendum in a conference call, but the date hasn’t
been set. 
Student Body President Jason Anselment attend-
ed the meeting to give student input.
“The student body passed the recommendations
(on the campus improvements), and now it has to
go on for the BOT’s approval,” he said.
Student fees will increase $50 a semester for full-
time students and $4.25 a semester hour for part-
time students to pay for the campus improvements. 
The new fee will begin in the spring semester of
1998 and continue until the spring semester of
2018.
The projects 11 projects include a 24-hour com-
puter lab, a debit card system, air conditioning in
Ford, Weller, Lincoln, Douglas and McKinney
halls, a pilot program for Internet access in resi-
dence halls and a food court for the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
BOT from page 1
Eastern’s Art  Department
wil l  hold i ts  tenth annual
Christmas art sale Friday and
Saturday to raise money for the
art department.
The sale will be held from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. Friday and from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday in
the Tarble Arts Center. 
Art  department secretary
Fran Towles said ceramics, jew-
elry, textiles, sweatshirts, T-
shirts and watercolors will be
sold. The works are submitted
by students, faculty members
and area residents, Towles said.
“The artist gets 60 percent of
the proceeds, and the art depart-
ment scholarship fund gets 40
percent,” Towles said.
The items donated or dis-
played at the sale are not nor-
mally the ones displayed in the
gift shop. 
Art sale to be held at Tarble
y1$    25
FOOSBALLPOOL
DARTSPINBALL
THURSDAY
LONG NECK BOTTLES  
JERRY’S’
PUB
The women of
Alpha Sigma Alpha
would like to congratulate their
1996 Fall Graduates
Hope Pollman
Khris Scanlan
Amanda Stablein
Christine Swanson
Joy Zilvar
Best of luck in the future!
We’ll Miss You!
Friends&Co
THURSDAY SPECIALS:
$200 PINTS of Samuel Adams
$125 BOTTLES of Labatt Blue
Hip Hop Tonight 
in the Dungeon
Mon-Thurs 7pm-1am Fri-Sat 5pm-1am
345-2380 509 Van Buren
H O N G  K O N G  H O U S  E
1505 18th Street, Charleston • Dine in Carry Out or Delivery 348-5941
ONLY
$4.00
Chicken Fried Rice
including
2Egg Rolls
Expires Sunday,  December 15
TONIGHT ONLY!
TOKEN’S ENTIRE E.I.U DEPARTMENTon Sale!
20%
off
20%off
• Clothing
• Glassware
• Hats
• Pennants
• Kids stuff
• plus more!
E
I
U
If it says E.I.U Then it’s on Sale!
7pm - 10pm
OnlyUniversity Village 
across from Old Main
Place an ad
in
the
daily
EASTER
R ne w s
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Eastern students said they are
going to miss Harry Caray and
Chicago news when TCI
Cablevision of Southern Illinois
drops WGN-TV from its pro-
gramming in Charleston and
Mattoon.
“I’m upset I won’t get to hear
Harry Caray sing during the
seventh inning stretch and then
watch Sammy Sosa hit one out
and see the White Sox lose the
Windy City Classic,” said Tim
Burns, a sophomore political
science major.
WGN carries Chicago Cubs
and White Sox games, Chicago-
based news, re-runs and movies. 
TCI,  which is  based in
Colorado, dropped the channel
from its programming because
of WGN’s increasing cost, said
Fred Furnish, general manager
of TCI in Decatur.
“There is a big percentage of
people on campus that are from
Chicago, and the least you can
do is  give them a chance to
watch their news,” said Paul
Fox, a senior math education
major. “WGN is their one link
to Chicago.”
Cubs fans also were disap-
pointed when they heard  that
they won’t be able to see any
more Cubs games on T.V. 
Craig Bauer, a junior industri-
al  technology major,  agreed
with Burns and was surprised
WGN was dropped by TCI
Cablevision.
“Chicago is only three hours
away, and half the students at
Eastern are from that area, and
it’s their connection to back
home,” Bauer said.
TCI Cablevision announced
the company was dropping the
channel because TCI couldn’t
keep up with WGN’s increasing
prices, said Fred Furnish, gener-
al manager of TCI in Decatur.
“This messes up my ‘Dukes
of Hazard Time,’” said John
Gura, a sophomore social sci-
ence major. “My TV schedule is
all messed up.”
Furnish said the Discovery
Channel,  Animal Planet and
Home and Garden will replace
WGN.
Most students interviewed
said they would rather watch
WGN than the other options that
will be offered.
“We demand more variety in
our viewing,” Fox said. “We
already get  the Discovery
Channel.”
Peter Walker, vice president
and general manager of WGN-
TV, said disappointed customers
should tell local cable compa-
nies and congressmen they are
not happy with the decision.
Furnish said customers with
concerns should call their local
Students upset with loss of WGN
By MINDY BUYCK
Staff editor
Ever wonder what the lyrics “deck the halls
with boughs of holly” or “see the blazing Yule
before us” from the song “Deck the Halls” mean?
Decorating a house with holly and lighting a
Yule log traditionally are seen as Christmas activ-
ities, but they actually began in the European
Pagan traditions that existed before Christianity.
According to “Religious Holidays and
Calendars: An Encyclopedic Handbook” by
Aidan Kelly, Peter Dresser and Linda M. Ross,
“Yule is still used as an alternative name for
Christmas, but it was originally the Saxon name
for their winter solstice (Dec. 21 or 22) festival.
The Yule Sabbat ritual usually focuses on the
return of light, the birth of the new king and the
giving of presents, which was a pagan custom
long before Christianity.”
According to the handbook, Neo-Pagans hold
one of the four lesser sabbaths on the winter sol-
stice and have adopted Yule as its name.
The president  of  Eastern’s Society of
Metaphysical Advancement, Jason Dothager, said
Yule is still celebrated by Wiccans, a modern
pagan group. 
Dothager said several  of  the Christ ian
Christmas traditions are based on pagan Yule tra-
ditions and were used to help convert pagans in
Europe.
Dothager said Yule celebrates the birth of the
sun and son. 
In Wiccan belief the son of the goddess is born
on this day, and it also celebrates the days getting
longer.
Dothager said pagan and agricultural societies
celebrated Yule because it marked the change of
the season and reminded them spring was com-
ing.
It was also a time of birth because livestock
like sheep and cattle would begin to give birth.
Dothager said Christmas and Yule still share
many of the same traditions, such as decorating
with holly and mistletoe. Dothager said holly
grew on oak trees, which is a sacred tree of the
pagan traditions.
According to “Religious Holidays and
Calendars,” mistletoe was used by Druids, a
Celtic religion, as a symbol of peace and recon-
ciliation which later spawned the tradition of
kissing under the mistletoe.
“Religious Holidays and Calendars” also says
even Santa Claus has taken on characteristics of
Hermes, Wotan, Thor and other pagan gods.
Dothager said the sharing of traditions makes it
possible for pagans to still celebrate the Christian
holiday with their families.
“The Christian idea and Pagan idea of the birth
of the son or sun can be the factor that bring the
two together,” Dothager said. 
He said many small, personal Yule celebrations
are the same as Christmas celebrations that bring
friends and family together.
Chicago is only
three hours away,
and half  the stu-
dents at Eastern are from
that area, and it’s their con-
nection to back home.”
– Craig Bauer,
junior industrial 
technology major
“
Christmas activities originate
from European Pagan traditions
yOpinionpage
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“We do not succeed in changingthings according to our desire, butgradually our desire changes.
–Marcel Proust
today’s quote
University College
planners should look
at recommendations
Canadian athletes focus more on sports
The University College Task Force has the
results of the referendum, and now is the time for
members to begin to evaluate the suggestions and
make changes to the proposal.
Many groups around campus, including the
Student Senate, the Faculty Senate and the
Counseling Center Task Force, have given sugges-
tions or comments to the task force. 
Many of the groups
have said they would sup-
port the University Col-
lege if a few changes were
made.
Now the task force needs to seriously analyze
these changes and try to come up with a plan that
would satisfy the majority of concerned people.
The task force should especially be concerned
with the faculty voter turnout for the referendum.
The senate Tuesday announced that 157 unit A
faculty members, or about 30 percent, voted on the
University College. Of the votes, 75 opposed the
proposal. Thirty-eight approved of the University
College, and 44 cast a blank ballot.
The task force now has to evaluate what the fac-
ulty thinks of the proposal based only on 30
percent of faculty members.
Judging on the small percentage of voters, either
the faculty members don’t understand the
University College proposal, or they don’t care
about it.
The task force needs to look seriously at why
various groups around campus did or did not sup-
port the University College. 
After the task force reviews these recommended
changes, it should take action for improvement.
The group needs to look through the changes
and try to come up with a new proposal to satisfy
more groups. It can then bring these changes
together and draft a new proposal.
Implementing the proposal will take a long time,
but the task force needs to be willing to take the
time to make as many necessary changes to make
the campus happy with the University College.
If the faculty voter turnout was low because of
lack of care or understanding for University
College, and various representative groups on this
campus have seen the need for change, then
administrators and others heading the campaign
for University College should listen and seek solu-
tions.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I don’t think anybody needs to apolo-
gize for the article in which two mem-
bers of Delta Zeta expressed their feel-
ings about the Pi Kappa Alpha article
being on the front page. This person,
and I use that word very loosely, should
have actually READ the article. We did
not say there shouldn’t have been an
article about the incident, but we did say
it was distasteful to have it as a front
page story. This whole situation has
been so blown out of proportion it isn’t
even funny. Everyone is attacking any-
thing said about the Pikes. They haven’t
even complained once. They aren’t the
ones making this such a spectacle. The
Pikes have done nothing but cooperate.
People need to GET OVER IT! As far
as the “genius” who replied so ignorant-
ly to our letter, you really need to start
paying attention to what you read. We
also didn’t say that Homecoming wasn’t
greek, we said there was an article in the
same paper saying Homecoming was
like Greek Week, and if people feel this
way, then don’t put a greek story on the
front page of the paper everyday. I think
we all need to just calm down and let
this thing die.
your turnStudent community
should ‘calm down’
about Pike situation
Canadian universities and major
U.S. universities, in general, are
two very different systems in the
area of athletics. Both systems
should be primarily concerned with
the higher education of the athlete
... but are they? As we will see, the
focus of athletics in both Canadian
and U.S. universities tends to be
different when student athletes are
concerned.
To begin the comparison, ath-
letes in Canadian universities are not awarded any type of ath-
letic scholarship. Any type of financial assistance for the ath-
lete is in the form of government loans or academic scholar-
ships. Admissions (grade requirements, test scores and tuition
fees) to the university are the same for the athlete as well as the
non-athlete. Revenue for athletic programs is generated
through provincial taxes (public funding) and tuition fees.
However, funding for athletic programs changes from year to
year. This is because the same funds that would be used to
support an athletic program may also be used to build a sci-
ence laboratory or lecture hall. This illustrates the Canadian
value placed upon academics. Canadian university athletic
programs run similar to U.S. high school athletic programs.
This is an idealist way of looking at athletics because the ath-
letes are participating primarily for the love of competition, not
for financial rewards.
A negative aspect of Canadian university athletics is that
there is only minimal help from government loans for athletes
that cannot afford to go to school. An athlete with superior ath-
letic skill has no opportunity to market his/her talents to attain
a paid-for education. The Canadian system also leads to the
migration of Canada’s top athletes to the U.S. universities.
This significantly decreases the level of competition in sports.
The support and interest for Canadian athletics suffers because
of the absence of Canada’s elite athletes.
One criticism of major U.S. university athletic programs is
the over emphasis of athletics and the under emphasis of aca-
demics. The desire for winning programs is so great that the
violations of the laws of governing bodies (National Collegiate
Athletic Association, National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics) are becoming a common practice. The “win at all
cost” attitude is a shared belief in many of the top athletic pro-
grams of U.S. universities. Problems that usually occur are
illegal recruiting, gifts and promises offered to athletes and
inflated grades that are given to the student athlete for the bet-
ter of the team and university. The lack of ethics and morals
has certainly tarnished the reputation of large college athletics
in the United States.
However, there are some positive points the U.S. system has
to offer. For instance, the opportunity to attend a university
might not have occurred if it wasn’t for the athletic scholar-
ship. Some of the student athletes would have no other way of
attending college. Also, offering athletic aide gives foreigners
the opportunity to attend a university in the U.S. One can obvi-
ously see that the athletic programs in the U.S. give outstand-
ing opportunities to elite athletes. Furthermore, many athletic
programs supply a large amount of the school’s budget.
Finally, college sport in the U.S. develops interest and unity
amongst the university and the community.
How does this pertain to the ancient Greeks (Athenians) or
the Romans? For analogy sake,
let’s once again glance at the
Canadian university athletic sys-
tem. The system is idealistic in
relation to the sport, much like the
Athenians were in 477 B.C. to 404
B.C. The ancient Athenians would
set aside all differences for the sake
of competition. They valued Arete
(striving for) and Agon (the pain
and the struggle) while trying to
avoid Hubris (extreme pride or
arrogance)(Mechikoff & Estes, 1993). It wasn’t the financial
rewards or other extrinsic rewards that the Athenians sought.
What they sought was the realization and the use of ethical
values in athletic competition. The goal was to develop citi-
zens with sound bodies and minds. Because material rewards
were minimal and values were so highly regarded, the break-
ing of rules was not an issue. Canadian universities may
resemble the idealistic view held by the Athenians. Athletes
participate primarily for the love of the sport, not financial
rewards. The financial rewards of a high-powered sports pro-
gram are not present so the temptation to break rules may not
be as inviting. In most cases, academics take priority over ath-
letics.
In some large U.S. universities, the need to appeal to specta-
tors is of major importance. If the athletic program does not
draw many fans, the program will find it hard to support itself
and other areas of the university. This requires high perfor-
mance sports teams powered by very talented athletes. In some
cases, the desire to have elite athletes causes some universities
to bend admission requirements or practice illegal recruiting
procedures. This is blatant exploitation of the athlete. The ath-
lete is provided special treatment through inflated grades and
an easier curriculum. The main priority is not to prepare the
athlete for future life outside the university. Are major U.S.
university athletic programs similar to the ancient Roman
Empire (27 B.C. to 476 A.D.)? The Romans were concerned
with appealing to the masses. The need for exciting spectacles
was necessary to appease the audience. This eventually led to
the corruption and decay of sport. Ethics and values were not a
high priority (Mechickoff & Estes, 1993). It’s sad to consider
that some major U.S. university athletic programs, which seem
like farm leagues for the professional teams, may be heading
in this direction.
The purpose of this column is not to praise the Canadian
system or criticize the U.S. system. The purpose is to become
better aware of some major universities in the U.S. exploiting
athletes for the sake of financial reward. Academics must
regain priority over athletics. Most Canadian universities are
good examples of academics being the number one priority for
the student athlete, and this can be related to Athenian ideal-
ism. In some major U.S. athletic programs, their systems are a
pragmatic way of making money at the expense of an athlete’s
education. Pragmatism was the foundation of Roman society,
and this can be compared to some U.S. university athletic pro-
grams. To the U.S. universities where athletes are exploited for
their athletic ability, take it upon yourselves to re-evaluate the
importance of preparing the student athlete for the real world.
–Thomas Kraus and Robert Tomic are graduate students in
physical education . 
THOMAS KRAUS
Guest columnist
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u t s s @ u x a . e c n . b g u . e d u
ROBERT S. TOMIC
Guest columnist
Michelle Decina
junior psychology major
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The Men of
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
would like to congratulate
SARAH BORDENKIRCHER
of Delta Zeta
on becoming our new sweetheart!
We look forward to a great year.
the daily eastern news
advertise.
DELTA ZETA
proudly announces
COREY BIGGS
of
Pi Kappa Alpha
as their new
DEE ZEE MAN!
We are looking forward
to a great year!
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing 
ON Campus
(Located across from the Union on 7th Street)
☞Now Leasing for FALL ‘97
• 1, 2, & 3 Bedrm 
Furnished Units
• Free Parking
• Free Trash
• Central AC
• Balconies
• Laundry
• Dishwashers
Starting Dec. 4, 1996
Call anytime 348-1479
for an appointment
Open House:  3-6 pm
MTWRF
Sat. & Sun. Appointments Available
Santa’s Shopper 
Savings Spectacular
Today Only!!!
All Merchandise
10% OFF 
Hours: 11AM-9PM M-S
11 to 6 Sun.
1414 6th St. Charleston
(Formerly Coach Eddies)
345-2115
New & Used CD’s 
• T-shirts
•Incense
•Posters
•Black Lights
Check out our FrequentBuyers Program!
We can order CD’s at discounted prices
Welcome to our Sisterhood!We love you!
Erin Barber
April Bleva
Amanda Bilas
Jenese Birk
Angel Bundy
Lindsey Burt
Jackie Clarke
Michelle Davidson
Julie Dopp
Piper Ehorn
Stella English
Tammie Gadomski
Melissa Georgi
Casey Gleason
Sara Granger
Jill Griffiths
Leigh Harrington
Cheri Hill
Gwen Holt
Jackie Howard
Ashley Hudson
Heather Jalinsky
Michelle Jurgovan
Darci Keyser
Karen King
Starrin Kinser
Kristin Kolditz
Jill Kowalski
Jill Lekovish
Susan Leslie
Natasha Mangrum
Erinn McFadden
Keri Miller
Ryann Miller
Christine Moore
Meghan Olis
Sherry Pankey
Kirsten Peterson
Cori Pulver
Jessica Roberts
Stephanie Ruiz
Jeannie Sear
Sally Shireman
Shawn Sims
Angela Sippel
Andrea Smail
Nicole Sundberg
Jeannie Walsh
Jamie White
The Women of Sigma Kappa
would like to congratulate our
1996 New Initiates
City Council approves tax levy
Residents may see a decrease in city taxes
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Charleston residents may see a decrease in their city
taxes as a result of a tax levy the city council approved
at its Tuesday meeting.
The tax levy requested almost $2.3 million for the
city for the 1997-98 fiscal year. The tax levy was draft-
ed by the mayor and the city clerk and is an estimate of
the amount of money they think the city needs to oper-
ate, Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill said at the meeting.
“Each year we try to figure out how much we think
will be needed to reflect a downward trend on the tax
levy on city property,” Cougill said.
The council will vote on the levy again at its Dec.
17 meeting, and if it is approved a second time, the
levy will be forwarded to the Coles County Clerk’s
Office.
Cougill said even though the amount requested for
the tax levy was slightly higher than last year’s tax
levy, the city should still see a downward trend in its
city taxes.
The amount the city levied is broken down into
nearly $800,000 for the general fund, $300,000 for the
insurance and tort, $265,000 for the Charleston Public
Library, $257,500 for the Illinois Municipal
Retirement Fund, $215,500 for Social Security,
$192,167 for firefighters’ pensions, $146,744 for
police pensions, $115,000 for the Playground and
Recreation Department and $7,000 for unemployment
insurance.
The annual tax levy is expected to go down because
of the estimated increase in the equalized assessed
property value in the city of Charleston.
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
The Student Awareness com-
mittee did not meet during the
semester, a committee member
reported when other senate com-
mittees gave their reports. 
The Governmental Affairs
committee only met for about
10 minutes after  one senate
meeting.
Jason Stipp, former govern-
mental affairs committee chair,
said his committee participated
in the voter registration drive,
helped in creating the lobbying
team and distr ibuted let ters
about the congressional leader
visits to the university.
Stipp said he was able to take
care of those duties on his own. 
“I  think that  especial ly
because of this being an election
year the committee could have
been more productive,”
McGrath said. 
McGrath told the senate the
committee did not meet at all.
She said Stipp did meet with
members briefly after meetings.
“He apprised us of what he
was doing,” McGrath said.
Former senate member and
Student Awareness Chair Trevor
Griffin was not available for
comment.
Senate Speaker Erin Weed
said she hopes by appointing co-
chairs to committees the com-
mittees will be more effective. 
She also said condensing
committees might help, but it
would require changing the
bylaws.
Weed reviewed the committee
structure of student senate for
new senate members and asked
senate members to begin consid-
ering what  committees they
want to serve on next semester.
The senate also approved
Blue Horizon as a recognized
student organization.
Senate committee fails to meet
By ALMA AYALA
Staff writer
Eastern’s orchestra and choruses tonight will
change their traditional performance format and
combine shows for a seasonal concert.
The performance will be held at 7:30 p.m. in
Dvorak Concert Hall in the Doudna Fine Arts
Center.
“It’s not very uncommon to combine the two,”
said Roger Sebby, head coordinator. “It happens
maybe once or twice a year, but whenever we get the
chance to do something different, we’ll do it.”
Traditionally the orchestra and chorus perform
separately, but they occasionally have performed
together since Sebby, an Eastern alumni, attended.
Sebby said the students have been practicing since
Oct. 22.
“This is not considered a long period of time to
them,” he said.
The chosen pieces traditionally are done during
the holiday season and are works from Beethoven’s
Egmonp, Bach’s Overture Suite No. 3, Brahms’
Intermezzo Sinfonico, No. 5 Hungarian Dance and
Strauss’ Thunder and Lightning Poka.
Thunder and Lightning Poka is commonly played
during New Year’s in Germany, Sebby said.
“I wanted to add a piece from my own experi-
ences and background,” said Sebby, who is a former
Air Force conductor overseas.
Robert Hill and James Rimington also are con-
tributing in conducting the concert.
Concert to offer a change of format
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W
ithout leaving the warmth and security of your car, you
can see holiday decorations that will take your breath
away. From Charleston, head west on Route 16, put
some holiday tunes on the stereo, and follow the blue signs and
brightly lighted snowflakes to the Starflake Trail.
Mattoon Lightworks is the closest stop to campus. It is located in
Peterson Park, 500 Broadway Ave, just off of Route 16. 
The trees in the park are decorated with white lights while the
themed displays are done in a variety of colors. Among the many dis-
plays in the park are a circus themed display, complete with Santa
Claus as a lion tamer, and a lighted arch that stretches over the road.
Mike and Kathy Brandt don Santa hats and volunteer at Mattoon
Lightworks. They have been donating their time each year since the
display began. This year, the Brandts are taking donations and dis-
tributing candy canes at the end of the tour.
“If people don’t donate,” Mike Brandt said, “we really don’t mind.
Some people can afford it, some can’t. If they don’t have money but
want to see the lights, that’s
fine with us.”
“It’s fun to see all the little
kids,” Kathy Brandt said.
“Seeing their faces light up
makes it well worth our time.”
Mattoon Lightworks is open
through December 29. Sunday
through Thursday hours are
from 5 until 9 p.m., and on
Fridays and Saturdays the
Lightworks remains open until
10 p.m.
If the display in Mattoon
isn’t enough to quench your
thirst for electric holiday spirit,
continue west on Route 16
into Windsor. Here you will
find a display including Santa in his sleigh and Christmas on Main
Street. Additional displays in Windsor include a nativity scene, elves
and a huge nutcracker.
The next stop on the Starflake Trail can be found at the Lake
Shelbyville Festival of Lights. Continue west on Route 16, head north
on Route 32, and follow the Starflake Trail signs. On the grounds of
Eagle Creek State Park you’ll find a display that spans three miles.
At the Festival of Lights, each car is charged a fee of 5 dollars.
“The fees are used toward upkeep and electricity for the display,” said
Cheryl Leigh, director of operations for the Inn at Eagle Creek. 
“This is the seventh year for the festival,” Leigh said, “and it takes a
lot of time and money to put together. We meet every month
throughout the year to plan for the festival.”
Leigh said last year between 125,000 and 150,000 people went
through the display. “This year, we expect a similar amount,” she said.
Troy Onstott, a front desk clerk at the Inn at Eagle Creek, said all
the displays at the Festival are popular. 
“People don’t like or dislike the displays,” he said. “They just seem
to really enjoy all of them.”
Leigh said that last year there was a new display called Santa’s Flight
School. It is a Bavarian-style barn with an animated Santa who waves
from the control tower while the reindeer run up a ramp and
parachute to the ground below.
“Santa’s Flight School is 30 feet tall and twice as long,” she said.
“The people really seemed to appreciate it.
“This year, the Wrap-O-Matic is new,” Leigh said. “It’s a large dis-
play of a machine that wraps packages and tosses them across the
road. It seems to be a favorite this year.”
Other displays include Santa’s Castle, which is over two stories
high and is complete with turrets and flags, the Penguin Prairie and
Spirit of the Season.
“People really seem to like the swan, the sea monster and the
merry-go-round,” Leigh said. “My favorite display has to be the drag-
on,  because the children seem to like it the best.
“Seeing the children and knowing how much they enjoy the lights
has to be the best part.”
The Festival of Lights is open from dusk until 9 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday and from dusk until 10 p.m. Friday and Saturday.
Other towns participating in the Starflake Trail include Sullivan,
Lovington, Arthur and Arcola. Just follow the flakes for an evening of
bright holiday spirit.
Story by Maggie Bieritz, Features editor
Photos by Mike Ricethe
Top photo: The light tunnel at Mattoon 
Lightworks
Middle photo: The carousel at the Festival 
of Lights at Eagle Creek State Park
Bottom photo: The drive through the 
Festival of Lights in Lake Shelbyville
“My favorite display
has to be the drag-
on,  because the
children seem to
like it the best.
Seeing the children
and knowing how
much they enjoy
the lights has to be
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd's,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
SALES REP- IMMEDIATE open-
ing at your University. Offering
exceptional pay and very flexible
hours. Call Accent Screen
Printing 1-800-243-7941
_______________________12/5
TIS THE SEASON TO MAKE
MONEY! Careers USA wants to
help you line your Christmas
stocking with cash!!! We have
temporary assignments for office
& warehouse work in the north-
west and western suburbs. Learn
valuable skills that will help you
get a job after graduation! Call
today! (847) 843-2222
Schaumburg or (630) 971-3333
Lisle
_______________________12/6
WINTER BREAK=$$$ IF YOU
WILL BE IN CHICAGOLAND
AND NEED CASH THEN
CALL...PAIGE TEMPORARY,
INC. THE OFFICE STAFFING
SPECIALISTS $7.00-$12.00 PER
HOUR. -CUSTOMER SERVICE-
DATA ENTRY-COMPUTER
WORK-RECEPTION-GENERAL
OFFICE-ACCOUNTING. PAIGE
TEMPORARY, INC. REPRE-
SENTS LOCAL COMPANIES
WITH IMMEDIATE OFFICE
OPENINGS! FULL-TIME AND
PART-TIME AVAILABLE.
ELEVEN LOCATIONS: CHICA-
GO, SKOKIE, DES PLAINES,
ROLLING MEADOWS,
ELMHURST, HINSDALE,
ORLAND PARK, LISLE, ELGIN,
CRYSTAL LAKE AND
MUNDELEIN. CALL TODAY FOR
DETAILS: 1-800-470-TEMP (1-
800-470-8367)
_______________________12/9
STUDENTS WILL YOU BE
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS
BREAK? IS HOME IN THE
NORTH OR WEST SUBURBS?
Come work with us at RGIS
inventory specialists! Our busy
season starts right after the
Christmas holiday and lasts
through February. You can work
as long as your schedule allows!
Although nothing is guaranteed,
the more available you are, the
more opportunity there is for you
with us. $7/hr. Call RGIS at our
Des Plaines or Downers Grove
office. (847) 296-3031 or (630)
434-0398. EOE
_______________________12/6
NOW HIRING HOLIDAY and
Spring Semester waitresses and
Ambassadors. Apply in person at
Stix. 345-7849
_______________________12/9
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR
CHRISTMAS CASH???? Santa
needs you to help get ready for
the holiday. Flexible hours. CALL
RIGHT AWAY!! 708-352-8350
_______________________12/9
$1000'S POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time. At Home. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. R-2262
for listings.
_______________________12/5
$1000'S POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part Time, At Home. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. T-2262 for list-
ings.
_______________________12/5
SPRING BREAK '97. LOWEST
PRICES TO FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-234-
7007
_______________________12/9
LOOKING FOR MATURE NON-
SMOKING, QUIET ROOMMATE
to share 2 bedroom apartment.
$260/month. Free cable Call Julie
ar 345-3570
_______________________12/9
FOR NEXT SEMESTER OWN
ROOM. Free water, trash, cable.
Washer/Dryer. $195.00/mo. 348-
5362.
_______________________12/9
1 TO 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
FOR SPRING: own room, trash,
water, cable paid. Share utilities
with 4 others. Call Dan 345-9178.
_______________________12/9
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED. $195/MO. INC. ALL UTILI-
TIES. Own room. Call 581-5156
or 1-800-700-1263.
_______________________12/9
BRITTNANY RIDGE SUB-
LESSOR $185/month. No deposit
necessary. Own large room.
Available December. 348-5376
_______________________12/9
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED: Spring'97 Low rent.
Furnished bedroom, Call Kendall
345-1603
_______________________12/9
OWN ROOM, Share apartment
with 2 other males, Close to cam-
pus. $200/month. Call 345-7508
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR SP. '97. One bed-
room apt. Trash, water, parking
included $245/month negotiable
345-1137
_______________________12/6
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
SPRING '97. House close to
campus. Own room. Free
garbage and parking. $115/mo.
Call Angie 345-7570
_______________________12/6
SUBLEASE FOR 2 BEDROOM
FURNISHED APT. AVAILABLE
DEC. 15 FOR $400 PER
MONTH. ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. 345-7559.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING '97. Only $170/month
and utilities. Close to Campus.
Call 348-0114 or leave message.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
TWO BEDROOM APT. ALL UTIL-
ITIES INCLUDED $225 per per-
son. Call Shawn at 345-5427.
_______________________12/5
ROOMS TO RENT-4 bdrm house
has rooms to rent. 3/4 mile from
campus partially furnished. Call
Brian 345-2410.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
SEMESTER. Close to campus.
Own room. Nicely Furnished. Call
Patrick at 345-1537
_______________________12/9
MALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
$190/Month. Brittany Ridge,
share utilities with 4 others. Clean
Townhouse. Call Pete 345-6781.
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. 1 bed-
room furnished apartment. $340
Per month call 345-6000
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED $180 a
month. 9th Street behind Buzzard
very close to EIU. 348-8920
_______________________12/9
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING SEMESTER. Own
room. $250/month, includes utili-
ties. 348-5042
_______________________12/9
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SPRING '97. Nice, clean,
apt. Own room. Close to campus.
348-7627
_______________________12/9
SPRING SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Pinetree Apartments $215/month
plus utilities. For more info call
345-6000.
_______________________12/9
1,2,OR 3 SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED for Spring `97. Only $600.00
per person for Semester plus utili-
ties. Close to campus. Call 345-
1334 or leave message.
_______________________12/6
MALE SUBLESSOR, House
close to campus. Low rent own
room. Call Larry Bridges 345-
3393.
_______________________1/26
ONE BEDROOM APTS. All utili-
t ies (expect phone & cable)
included. Unfurnished. 11 1/2 mo.
lease, off street- parking. NO
PETS! No PARTIES! Quiet peo-
ple only. One person: $385.00
two people: $200.00 per person.
345-6759
_______________________12/9
ROOM TO RENT 4 BDRM house
has rooms to rent. 3/4 mile from
campus. Partially furnished. Call
Brian 345-2410
_______________________12/9
ONE BEDROOM APTS. All utili-
ties (except phone and cable)
included. Unfurnished 11 1/2 mo.
lease, off street parking. NO
PETS! NO PARTIES! Quiet peo-
ple only. One person: $385.00 2
people: $200.00 per person. 345-
6759
_______________________12/9
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT. FURNISHED. DISH-
WASHER. GARBAGE DISPOS-
AL. TRASH PAID. CALL 345-
2363. SPRING APARTMENT
AVAILABLE.
______________________ 12/6
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN
HOME FOR 2,3 OR 4 PEOPLE.
FURNISHED. DISHWASHER.
GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH
PAID. CALL 345-2363. SPRING
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE.
_______________________12/6
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur Manor. Quiet-furnished
2 bedroom apartment. 345-2231
_______________________12/6
APARTMENT FOR RENT IN
RESIDENTIAL HOME. 2nd floor,
2 bedroom apartment with kitch-
enette. $375/month plus half utili-
ties. 630-231-5929
_______________________12/6
2-BEDROOM APT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER $300/month. Also
one room for rent $160/month
348-0009.
_______________________12/9
FOR RENT-One female needed
to f i l l  vacancy for Spring
Semester. Call 345-7136.
_______________________12/6
AVAIL FOR SPRING. Furnished 1
bedroom. Water and Trash Paid.
$220. 348-5559.
_______________________12/9
CHARLESTON 2 BEDROOM
APT. for couple or 3 friends. $350
plus deposit. Trash and garbage
furnished. 235-3550
_______________________12/9
ROOM FOR RENT $275 a mo.
all included but LD phn. Free
Laundry facilities. Smokers and
Pets Welcome. 348-1824 or 581-
3110
_______________________12/9
1 BR APT $360/MONTH nicely
furnished, large, oak kitchen cabi-
nets. High energy efficient fur-
nace and A/C. 6th Street 1 1/2
BLKS South of Square. Call 345-
6127 after 4:30.
_______________________12/9
1 BEDROOM APT. Close to cam-
pus Large Living room and
Kitchen. $245 month. Phone 345-
1879
_______________________12/9
3 BR. HOUSE AVAILABLE on 4th
St. Renting for SP 97 and FA 97.
897-6266
_______________________12/6
FOR RENT GRAD STUDENT
seeking mature, female, non-
smoking, quite roommate to
share 2 bedroom fully furnished
house. $300/mo. includes cable
TV and utilities. Call Karen at
345-5126 and leave message.
_______________________12/9
FLORIDA/BAHAMAS 7 days 6
nights $450 for 2. Short cruise
plus bonus. Must be 21. 253-
4667.
_______________________12/5
MATCHING COUCH,
LOVESEAT, AND CHAIR. LIKE
NEW. Other various furniture
available. Prices Negotiable. Call
348-8729.
_______________________12/6
SONY 4070 DETACHABLE
FACE CD PLAYER with remote
control and CD/MD changer and
custom file capability. List $500.
Sell for $250. Call Matt at 581-
2001
_______________________12/6
IBM THINKPAD. 486SLC250.
170MBHD. 4MB RAM. 3.5 Ext.
Floppy, Color screen. Like new.
List $800. Sell $700. 618-783-
3773.
_______________________12/9
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porches, Cadil lacs, Chevys,
BMW's Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
4WD's Your area. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for
current listings. 
_______________________12/5
TOM WARREN OF DELTA CHI:
Congrats on activation, your mom
is proud
_______________________12/5
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
HAVE A FRIEND THAT NEEDS
ARRESTING? Comedy cop,
stripper and more. CHARAC-
TERS FOR HIRE 348-8498
_______________________12/9
CURRENTLY SEEKING AIDS
AWARENESS WEEK COMMIT-
TEE members. Campaign sched-
uled in Jan. We need to get on
the ball. For info contact Holly @
581-7015
_______________________12/6
SPEND TIME WORRYING about
your finals and not about your
laundry. Let DONNAS do it! 345-
3454
_______________________12/9
EVEN SCROOGE LIKES THE
DEPOT. First class second hand
clothing and various items.
Eastern I.D. gives you 25% dis-
count on Wednesday and
Thursday. Corner of 8th and
Jackson 348-3376
_______________________12/5
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held at noon today at the
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Our Large group 
Christmas party will be held tonight at 7 p.m. It's a time to get together
for fun and fellowship one last time before finals.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 3:30-4:30 p.m. at the Newman Chapel, located at the corner of
9th and Lincoln.
ROTC Leadership Lab-awards ceremony tonight from 15-15:00.
Location is TBA. Uniform is BDU's.
COLLEGIATE BUSINESS WOMEN Meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in CH
220. Bring your grab bag gift. See you there.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in IHOP Basement.
Elections will take place. 
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS Caroling tonight at 6 p.m.
with McKinney Hall Council. Meet in McKinney Hall.
LIFESTYLES Christmas Party tonight at 6 p.m. Meet in Lawson Lobby
at 6 p.m. 
FAITH MULTICULTURE PEER MINISTRIES Bible Study tonight at 7
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. 
GAMMA PHI PI Last meeting of the semester tonight at 9 p.m. in the
Casey Room-MLK Union.
STUDENT ATHLETE ADVISORY BOARD meeting tonight at 7:30
p.m. in Lantz Room 304.
MTEA Social tonight at 6 p.m. in the Kansas Room-MLK Union. Bring a
friend.
BLACK STUDENT UNION BSU membership packets are in! They can
be picked up in the BSU office today and tomorrow.
SOMA meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in 313 Coleman. Planning meeting
for Spring Semester. All welcome. 
KAPPA ALPHA PSI will be having an informational tonight @ 8p.m. at 
the Kappa House. Come and find out what the Nupes are all about!
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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ATTENTION STUDENTS:If you
have not been informed, be on
the lookout for Mr. Bubble. Stay
tuned!
_______________________12/6
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
from pennies on $1. Delinquent
Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. H-
2262 for current listings.
_______________________12/5
4N TAYLOR HALL- Good luck on
finals and Happy Holidays! I'll
miss you next semester. Love,
Katie Green
_______________________12/5
EDUCATION INTERVIEW DAY
will be held on Friday, December
6, 1996 from 9:00 a..m.-12:00
p.m.. & 1:00 p.m.-3:00 p.m. in the
University Union Ballroom. 7
Illinois school districts will be
attending. For more information,
see Career Services, SSB Room
13 or call 581-2412.
_______________________12/5
ANGIE ALLSION AND JEN
BLACKHEAD OF ASA, Congrats
on Panhellenic Cabinet! Your sis-
ters are proud!
_______________________12/5
TO JEFF Z. OUR ASA DREAM
MAN, Thanks for the yummy
cookies at meeting. Good luck on
finals! Love, your Alpha girls
_______________________12/5
CHRIS KEIFER: Congrats on the
Anatomy test! Love you, Katie
_______________________12/5
SIGMA NU'S: Let's Rock A.V.
week. Study hard too!
_______________________12/5
ONLY SANTA SHOULD BE FAT
AT CHRISTMAS TIME! Want to
lose extra pounds by the holi-
days? Call 235-1079
_______________________12/9
THE WOMEN OF EPSILON
SIGMA ALPHA wish everyone
good luck on finals and have a
happy holiday season!
_______________________12/5
MR. EIU/MISS FITNESS COM-
PETITION: March 8, 7 p.m. MLK
Grand Ballroom. Applications
available at SRC Desk
_______________________12/9
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Dear
Jennifer
Joanna,
Marry
christmas
3rd New!
Love
Thumper
Love
Bev
and
Sarah
I hope you have
a great break,
you deserve it
All my Love,
JASON
I’ll miss you all -
Melissa, Lisa, Michelle,
Amanda, Carrie and Terri
Love ya,
Karen
To my beautiful Angel
Everything is going to
be okay
Marry Christmas &
Happy Anniversary
Can We Play NowWe’ve had a blast!
We’ll miss you,
Partndge & Jackson
Love
your rommies
Jen & Dobbe
Shanny 5:
You are a survivor!
Good luck in the real
world. We will miss
you!!
I love you! Happy
Anniversary & I hope
there will be many more
years to come!!
Always,
Carrie
The Union Bowling Special
Every Tuesday & Thursday
6:00-10:30 pm
Sunday red pin bowling 
4-10:30 pm
75¢ Bowling 
and freeshoe rental
for more information
call 581-3616
Union Bowling Lanes
Martin Luther King Union
Congratulations to the new active members of 
Phi Gamma Nu
Beth Carroll
Patrick Finnegan
Tim Foglesonger
Sarah McDowell
Eric Mialkowski
Austin Rhodes
Chad Richardson
Angela Rizzo
Jill Martin -
Thanks for everything.
You are great
big sis! Love - Amy
krabbe Donuts-
You Guys are the best!
Have a great break!
Love,
Your Kiddo Amy
Andy,
the daily eastern news
advertise.
result of a collision with anoth-
er player. 
He suffered numerous bone
fractures  in  his  face and
required three hours of surgery.
They were considered one of
the best shortstop-second base-
man combinations years ago.
But they have not played
together for three years. 
Nobody knows what will
happen.
Sandberg received much crit-
icism from Dunston during his
1996 comeback tour. 
Dunston often said Sandberg
didn’t dive for balls when he
should have – in essence, he
didn’t play up to his capabili-
ties.
I f  Sandberg and Dunston
bicker and argue during the
1997 season, this can have a
very negat ive effect  on the
team.
However, the possibility
exists that  the veterans will
push each other to perform to
their maximum. 
The signing of Dunston, if
anything else, is an improve-
ment over Rey Sanchez. 
In 1996, Sanchez was paid
$1.2 million for appearing in 95
games, batting .211, he hit one
home run and 12 RBI. 
Certainly a price too high.
In essence, the Cubs decided
to pay an extra $800,000, and
in return get a shortstop with an
extra 50 points on his batting
average.
This figure is about 10 more
home runs and in the neighbor-
hood of 50 more RBI’s. 
There are many questions
surrounding Dunston’s return. 
By mid-June the Shawon-O-
Meter  should have most  of
them answered.
MERDA from page 12
transfers, Hendrix said the team has adjusted to
the offensive and defensive systems.
“We have all come together as a team,” she
said.
“At the beginning we had a little trouble with the
freshmen and junior college transfers, but now we
have all come together as a team.”
The other point guard this year will be Laska.
Laska was one of only three Panthers to start all
27 games last year. She was ranked in the top 10
in both assists and steals last year in the Mid-
Continent Conference.
Laska led the team in both assists and steals
last year with 100 and 58 respectively. 
She scored five points and had five assists in the
Panthers victory over Tulsa.
Another returner to the backcourt this year is
junior Chris Bochnak. 
After a knee injury sidelined her all of the 1995
season, she bounced back and saw action in 22 of
27 games last year. 
Bochnak shot .267 from three-point land and
scored 36 total points last year. She also grabbed
16 rebounds and six steals last year.
The last guard on the roster for the Panthers is
Vincennes (Ind.) Junior College transfer Tiffany
Park who will play in the ‘2’ guard position.
She was ranked No. 6 nationally in field goal
percentage with a 47.5 percent average. 
Park was the JC Region 12 ‘Player of the Year’
last year and was twice chosen the team ‘Player
of the Year.’ 
She holds the Vincennes record for most points in
a game (51) and is second in career points (1,258)
and steals (196).
BACKCOURT from page 12
We have all come together as
a team.At the beginning we
had a l i t t le trouble with the
freshman and junior college transfers,
but now we have all come together as
a team.”
–Nora Hendrix
junior guard
“
EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5 TO 9 pm
Jerry’s Pizza ’ i
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Corner of 4th and Lincoln
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$3.99 Plus Tax
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The Men of
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
would like to thankCHRISTIE KROPP
of
Alpha Sigma Tau
for a great year as our
sweetheart
PA
RW
Professional
Association of
Résumé Writers
NEED HELP WITH FINALS???
We do typing...thermal copies...binding...lami-
nating...professional résumés...cover letters...
thank you letters...professional portfolios
and much, much more!
We have workstations for your convenience!
THE CAREER CONNECTION
820 LINCOLN AVE. • (217) 348-8030
A Member of
Thursday at
Mother’s...
Biggest Christmas Party Ever!!
Come sit on Santa’s lap!
Ho!  Ho!  Ho!MerryChristmas!
Icehouse &
Bud Bottles
22oz Btls
Lite & Bud Light
$1
“Home of the $2 Pitcher!”
TODAY ONLY
15% OFF
BOOTLEGS
20% OFF
POSTERS
Positively 4th Street
Records wishes to Thank
You for your business
this semester.
GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS!!!
TOP 40 HITS
No
Cover!
345-7849
16oz.Bud Light,
Miller Light
Rail Mixers
Lunch
Soup & Sandwich
Chicken Cordon Blue
Dinner
Panther Club Sandwich
$125
$250
$225
$375
$425
$525
Drink Specials
Lynchberg
Lemonade
Shooters
Advertise
with
The Daily
EasternNews
possession, but the pass to the
wide open forward went low
and skipped out of bounds. 
Forward Kurt  Kuffle was
open under the basket, but a
pass down low went through his
hands.
Earlier, Kaye and guard Chad
Peckinpaugh failed to execute
on a two-on-one breakaway.
Gibbs said the team can use
its practice sessions to help with
the lack of intensity.
“We’ve got to be ready and
psyched for practice like it was
a game,” he said. “I’m not say-
ing we don’t get at it in practice,
just not all the time, and that
carries over to the games.
“Right now we can’t put two
halves together.”
Samuels said he can sense the
players’ frustration.
As far as shooting, the teams
were close in field goal percent-
age.
Eastern shot 43 percent from
the field while the Sycamores
shot 42 percent.
But Indiana State was superi-
or from the arc and the line.
The visitors hit five of 14
three-point attempts (36 per-
cent), and Eastern hit two of 13
(15 percent).
From the free throw line, the
Sycamores were 23-of-31 (74
percent),  while the Panthers
were 12-of-22 (55 percent).
Eastern now has nine days to
prepare to play in the Indiana
Classic hosted by Indiana
University. 
The Panthers f irs t  round
opponent will be Santa Clara.
LOSS from page 12
Eastern cut the lead to four with 2:30 left in
the game but four missed free throws by sopho-
more guard Chad Peckinpaugh hurt any chance of
avoiding a second-half collapse. 
Stat is t ical ly,  the Panthers hung with the
Sycamores in the second half since they out-shot
Indiana State (45 percent to 42 percent) and out-
rebounded the Sycamores 40-38. 
However, the stat that made the difference was
the free-throw shooting in the second 40 minutes
when Indiana State knocked down 12 of 17
attempts from the line.
Eastern made only 10-of-16 from the free-
throw line.
Gibbs reflected on the problems Eastern has
had in second halves this season.
“In the DePaul game, I personally wanted to
get after them,” he said.
“I thought we could blow them out. The point
is that we are not coming out ready to play.”
SECOND from page 12
ST. LOUIS (AP) – The St. Louis Cardinals have re-
signed free-agent outfielder Willie McGee to a one-
year contract.
Terms of the deal, announced Wednesday, were not
disclosed.
McGee, 38, is a fan favorite in St. Louis, where he
helped lead the Cardinals to three NL pennants and a
world championship in the 1980s.
After several years with other teams, he returned to
the Cardinals last season and hit .307 in 123 games,
including 63 starts.
McGee hit .432 in September as the Cardinals ral-
lied to pass Houston and win the Central Division title.
His .350 pinch-hitting averaged was fifth-best in the
National League.
McGee was the National League’s most valuable
player in 1985 and won the NL batting title in 1985
and 1990.
St. Louis re-signs Willie McGee
yBy BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
Last year, Morehead State ended
its season on a 10-game losing
streak to finish the year at 7-20
overall and 2-14 in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
And in this year's preseason poll,
the Eagles have been picked to fin-
ish tenth in the conference. 
While Eagle head coach Dick
Fick could not be reached for com-
ment since Morehead is on a road
trip until Monday, Murray State
head coach Mark Gottfried is one
coach in the OVC who does not
think the Eagles will be the cellar
dwellers of the conference.
"I guarantee you that they won't
finish last, and you can put that in
ink," Gottfried said. "Dick does a
great job. They play with a lot of
intensity and emotion."
It won't be easy, though, since
the Eagles will be without the ser-
vices of four of their five starters.
Mark Kinnaird is the biggest loss
for Morehead since he led the team
with his 13.8 points per game aver-
age. Also gone are Mike Scrogham
(12.4 ppg), Marlon Weatherspoon
(10.9 ppg) and Mark Majick (10.3
ppg).
The players that head coach Dick
Fick will be relying on are senior
guard Doug
Wyciskalla and
sophomore center
Luke Lloyd.
Wyciskalla is
the top returning
scoring threat for
the Eagles since he
averaged 11 points
per outing as a junior.
Last season, Morehead State was
the best three-point shooting teams
in the league, as the Eagles
knocked down 227 shots from
beyond the arc. Besides
Morehead's effectiveness behind
the arc in 1995-96, Gottfried said
Morehead was a very tough team to
play last season.
"They are a scrappy team, and
they don't go away," he said. "I
don't think they
were as talent-
ed as us last
year, but they
were not an
easy team to
play."
Fick also has
seven other
players returning and has brought
in five newcomers to the team,
including three junior college trans-
fers and one walk-on player.
The top newcomer is Lee
Coomler who is coming out of
Kokomo (Ind.) High School.
During his senior year at Kokomo,
Coomler played for a team that was
ranked No. 1 in the state of Indiana
and ranked 12th nationally. He
averaged 22 points per outing and
pulled down six rebounds per
game.
And the addition of five new
players  has shown how the Eagles
have fared in competition so far.
Morehead opened up the year with
a loss to Tennessee on the road
before walking over Ashbury
College 130-48. 
George Mason sent the Eagles to
1-2 on the year, though, with a 107-
98 win. 
The Eagles next play in a tour-
ney this weekend at Southwest
Missouri State before closing out
their non-conference schedule with
games against Marshall, Dayton
and Marian College.
Morehead first takes on the
Panthers on Jan. 11 in Charleston
before hosting Eastern on Feb. 10.
Morehead State hit with loss of four starters
Editor’s note: This is the last in a
nine-part series previewing the
teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference in the order of their
predicted finish. 
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Rounding out the Ohio Valley Conference
preseason rankings is Tennessee-Martin,
which is picked to finish in the No. 10 spot.
The newest addition to the OVC after
Eastern, Tennessee-Martin joined the OVC in
1992. Last year the Lady Skyhawks posted a
record of 9-17, 5-11 in the conference. In its
three years in the OVC, Tennessee- Martin
has a conference record of 16-48.
The Lady Skyhawks will have one of the
more inexperienced teams in the OVC this
year. Of the team's 14 players, eight of them
will be freshman.
Tennessee-Martin will return three of last
year's five starters, although it
loses last year's leading scorers.
Junior guard/forward Christy
Hicks and senior guard Tiffany
Rice will see plenty of minutes
this season. The other returning
starter is senior guard Janelle
Thorton. Thorton was the starting
point guard last season.
Sophomore center Val Kobel will return for
her second season.
Hicks scored an average of nine points and
pulled down 7.7 rebounds per game. Rice
accounted for 5.5 ppg and 2.1 rpg. 
Tennessee-Martin will take on the 1996-97
season with two new coaches at the helm.
Co-head coaches Gary and Kim Van Atta
move from Montevallo University where
Gary was head coach and Kim was his assis-
tant. They earned a 77 percent winning aver-
age in seven years as coaches of the Lady
Falcons. Their worst season was a 18-11
record in 1990-91.
Kim Van Atta
thinks  the team's
low pre-season
ranking is a result of
the combination of
new coaches and
young players.
"I'm sure that's
what it is," she said. "They (the players) are
all new to us. The players have to get used to
a new system."
"On defense we're where we need to be,"
she said. "But we’re behind on offense. The
turnovers are unbelievable."
One player who Van Atta thinks has
stepped up in the early season is junior for-
ward Becky Crowe. Crowe sat out last sea-
son due to injury.
Crowe, a junior from Gleason, Tenn., has
played every position but No. 5, Van Atta
said. Crowe averages 37 minutes a game,
Van Atta said.
The reason for Crowe's extended playing
time is a recent surgery that Thorton under-
went.
The Lady Skyhawks have played four
games and have posted a record of 1-3. The
win came against Martin Methodist College. 
"We are going to Indiana," she said.
"They have a tough team. We play Belmont,
who are in the process of moving up to
Division I, but they've got a tough team. The
schedule doesn't really let up. “
Van Atta has an interesting perspective on
the preseason ranking.
"Most coaches don't put any stock in the
polls because it doesn't matter right now," she
said. "It matters where you are at the end of
the season. But I think we're where we
belong."
The coaching Van Attas will stress a phi-
losophy of defense in molding this year's
team.
Tennessee-Martin preparing for difficult season
Editor’s note: This is the last in a nine-
part series previewing the teams in the
Ohio Valley Conference in the order of
their predicted finish. 
Morehead State
University
Head coach
Dick Fick
(56-82)
at Morehead
1995-96:
7-20, 2-14 OVC
1996-97 prediction:
Tenth place in the
OVC                          
University of
Tennessee-Martin
Head coach
Gary and
Kim Van Atta
First season
at UTM
1995-96:
9-17, 5-11 OVC
1996-97 prediction:
Tenth place in the
OVC                          
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Holiday  Sale
Friday, Dec 6, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
In the MKL, JR. University 
Union Bookstore
Great Christmas Savings on 
Clothing and Gift Items!
Breadsticks  99¢   ••    Breadsticks  99¢    ••    Breadsticks  99¢    ••    Breadsticks  99¢   
BBrreeaaddssttiicckkss
 9999¢¢
Breadsticks  99¢   ••    Breadsticks  99¢   ••    Breadsticks  99¢    ••    Breadsticks  99¢   
BBrr
eeaa
ddss
ttiicc
kkss
 9999
¢¢
TM
348-5454
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza
$1099
Small Cheesesticks $3.99
+tax
Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599+tax
2 Large
1 Topping
Pizzas
$1099+tax
Free Pepperoncini’s - Just AskSPRING BREAK ‘97
MEXICO WITH AIR FROM INDIANAPOLIS
South Padre $169
Mazatlan $419
Cancun $419
from
from
from
FREE Parties
FREE Meals
FREE Activities
Student Express, Inc.
1.800.SURFS.UP
BEST PRICES
GUARNTEED!
Mastercard & VISA
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Call it a comeback, call it a
reunion tour, but please don’t
consider it a ground-breaking
move.
On Monday the Chicago Cubs
signed veteran shortstop Shawon
Dunston to a one year, $2 million
dollar contract. This move has
the makings of the Kiss tour over
the summer. Not necessarily a
huge success, but giving those
nostalgic people out there a
warm tingly feeling inside.
At the age of 33, Dunston is
now in his second stint with the
Cubs after spending his first 10
years in Chicago and then mov-
ing on to sign a one year deal
with the San Francisco Giants
for the 1996 season.
Dunston is now reunited with
future Hall of Fame second base-
man Ryne Sandberg.
It seems as though the Cubs
are trying to reclaim some of
their past glory, by first signing
Sandberg to a one year, $3.5 mil-
lion dollar contract and then fol-
lowing up with Dunston.
The sad fact is they are
attempting to gain back some-
thing they never really had –
glory. 
The Cubs’ record during the
Dunston-Sandberg era is any-
thing but spectacular, excluding
their 1989 playoff experience.
In their prime, the two were
considered one of the best key-
stone combinations in the
majors.
In 1990, Dunston hit 17 home
runs while Sandberg hit  40
dingers, to total 57 round trip-
pers, which tied a major league
record for home runs by a short-
stop and second baseman duo. 
They share the record with
Boston’s Van Stephens and
Bobby Doerr, who did it during
the 1949 and 1950 seasons.
Sandberg is a second baseman
who can hit for power along with
average which is certainly a rari-
ty. 
His average has gone down as
his age has gone up. 
He is also a repeated Gold
Glove award winner. His fielding
percentage has also been
inversely proportional to his age.
Dunston was the Cubs No. 1
draft pick in 1982, one of the last
first round draft picks by the
Cubs to actually prove his worth
as a major league ball player.
He is a two time All-Star
selection, .267 career hitter, 103
home runs, 437 runs batted in,
while playing in 1,208 games.
In 1995 he batted .296 and last
year he hit .300 in 82 games, but
was on the disabled list for much
of the season. 
Not because of his back prob-
lems, which have lately been vir-
tually non-existent,  but as a
CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor
After this one, the Panthers
will be looking to make some
changes.
Eastern dropped a six-point
decision to Indiana State
Wednesday night, losing 74-68,
and Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said his team needs to
find some answers.
“We’ve got to do a lot of self
examination,” he said. “We’ve
got to look hard at everything
we’re doing. We’ve got to see
what changes we can make to
sustain a rhythm.”
The Panthers fell to a 14-point
deficit with over six minutes to
play in the second half, and then
they made a run at the
Sycamores. With 52 seconds to
play, the Indiana State lead was
down to two, but the Sycamores
scored the final four points of the
game to take the win.
Junior guard Benji Gibbs, who
led the Panthers with 16 points,
said Eastern simply was not ready
for the game.
“We just didn’t have the fires
in our eyes tonight,” he said.
“There’s no excuses. We gotta be
up for every game. We’ve got to
be ready to come out every single
game no matter who it is. It’s
nobody’s fault but our own.” 
Whether the intensity was there
or missing, the Panthers and
Sycamores played a close first
half.
The Sycamores had the largest
lead of the half, as they were up
by five with 6:31 to go in the half
and then again with just over a
minute to play. But the game
went to halftime with the
Panthers trailing by three.
The second half started well for
Eastern. Fueled by a three-pointer
by guard Rick Kaye and four
points by forward Rahsaan
Johnson, the Panthers claimed a
four-point lead.
But the Sycamores came right
back to take the lead and extend
it.
Indiana State used its press
defense to cause Panther
turnovers, and the Sycamores
turned three turnovers in a row
into seven points, increasing their
lead to 11. For the game, Eastern
turned the ball over 21 times.
The Panthers had chances to
stop the Sycamore run, but poor
execution added to the deficit.
At one point, Johnson broke
down the court as Eastern got
Despite rally, Panthers fall 74-68
CHET PIOTROWSKI Jr./Photo editor
Eastern’s Benji Gibbs plays defense in Wednesday night’s game against Inidana State. Eastern lost the game 74-68
despite rallying  back. The Panthers are now 1-3 on the season and will have nine days to prepare for the Indiana
Classic at the University of Indiana next weekend.
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
For the Panther men’s basketball team,
the second half of action has become some-
what of an Achilles’ heel.
Against DePaul, the Panthers witnessed a
38-26 deficit at halftime turn into a 84-58
loss.
On Monday night  at  home against
Western Illinois, Eastern only trailed by
three (33-29) at the break before Western
built up a 14-point lead five minutes into
the second half en route to a 79-78 win.
But instead of the Panthers avoiding a
second-half  j inx on Wednesday night
against  Indiana State at  home, the
Sycamores were able to fend off a second
half rally by Eastern to take a 74-68 victory.
“I think they’re frustrated; I’m frustrat-
ed,” Panther head coach Rick Samuels said
in reference to his team’s failure to play
strong in the second half. “We have one
more home game before we go into some
tough environments. We have to play at the
Indiana Classic and we open our conference
schedule with Austin Peay and Tennessee
State, the preseason conference favorites.”
After the Panthers went on a 13-6 run to
take a 43-39 lead – a run that was ignited by
junior forward Rick Kaye’s game-tying
three-pointer, the momentum began shifting
in Indiana State’s favor. 
The turning point  came for  the
Sycamores with just under 10 minutes to
play when they turned a 50-46 advantage
into a 57-46 lead behind three straight
Panther miscues. 
Junior guard Jayson Wells started off the
run with an easy lay-in after a steal by the
Sycamores.
Another Panther turnover eventually led
to freshman Ben Anderson knocking down
one-of-two shots from the charity stripe to
give Indiana State a 53-46 lead. 
Senior Carl Reeder than capitalized on
the third Panther turnover of the Sycamore’s
run with a lay-in before Reeder capitalized
on two free throws after a missed shot on
the other end. 
“It hurt us; it hurt us real bad,” junior
guard Benji Gibbs said in reference to the
three Panther turnovers that led to a lead the
Sycamores would never lose. “We were pre-
pared for their press but we didn’t execute.
“It’s nobody’s fault but our own.
The Panthers finished with 21 turnovers
while Indiana State had 20 turnovers. 
While the Sycamores did build up a 14-
point advantage late in the second half, the
Panthers did manage to piece together a run
before falling in the end. 
Second half proves costly for Panthers
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
For the Panther basketball
team to succeed in the Ohio
Valley Conference this year, they
need big plays out of their back-
court.
“The No. two and three guards
need to average in double figures
per game for us to succeed,”
head coach John Klein said.
One of the leaders of the back-
court will be sophomore guard
Angie Patzner. 
Last year Patzner played in
every game and started in the
final six games averaging 17.5
minutes per game.
Patzner’s strong point is the
three-point shot. Last year she
was tops on the team with a .368
percentage from three-point land.
Patzner also made 34 out of 44
free-throws for a team-leading
percentage of .773. 
She hit three three-pointers
and had 11 points in Eastern’s
home victory over Tulsa.
The other starting guard will
be Logan Community College
transfer junior Nora Hendrix who
will start at the point position.
“We will take whatever they
(Nora and Jess Laska) can con-
tribute in scoring, but their pri-
mary function will be passing,”
Klein said.
Hendrix was named to the first
team All-Great Rivers
Conference for two years in a
row. She averaged 7.2 points per
game, 4.7 assists and shot 49
percent from the field last year.
She was also named All-
Region 24 last year and was
named all-state and all-south
from Massac County High
School twice.
Hendrix scored 12 points and
dished out eight assists in
Eastern’s  loss to Indiana State.
Hendrix said one of her main
strengths was not shooting the
ball, but passing it.
“I try to be a leader on the
team and distribute the ball to the
rest of the team,” she said.
Even with the new freshman
and the junior college transfers,
Hendrix said the team as adjust-
ed to the offensive and defensive
systems.
“We have all come together as
a team,” she said. “At the begin-
ning we had a little trouble with
the freshman and junior college
Lady Panthers counting on backcourt scoring
Dunston signing
nothing to brag
about, Cub fans
See MERDA page 9 See BACKCOURT page 9
See LOSS page 10
See Second page 10
